Introduction
Information sharing among supply chain members is often considered to be the basis for supply chain management and critical to the performance of the entire supply chain.Supply chain information sharing is an important method of supply chain coordination,which not only can establish a relatively stable cooperative relationship between supply chain partners,but also effectively restrain the bullwhip effect [1] ,improve the profit of the whole supply chain and decrease the transaction cost of supply chain members.
In the supply chain,there are a variety of information need to be shared, including material information,inventory information,resource information,order information and planning information and so on,,but the supply chain members generally only consider their own interests,it is difficult to share some information.Simultaneously, supply chain members grasp the information quantity of the market is not the same,which will lead to information asymmetry phenomenon in the supply chain.In order to overcome the information asymmetry in the supply chain and improve the level of information sharing,a large number of literature from different views information sharing research and analysis on the supply chain,such as impact of factors and effect in information sharing [2, 3, 4] .There are also scholars research this question from the incentive mechanism, cooperation and risk [5, 6, 7, 8] .
In this paper,we consider the dominant manufacturer Stackelberg information sharing model asymmetric game problem and constructed between supply chain members through information sharing evolutionary game model.The conclusion of this paper can provide scientific and rational theoretical basis and practical guidance for the decision-making of cooperative activities and information sharing between manufacturers and retailers.
Basic assumptions and evolutionary game model
Basic assumptions. We consider the manufacturer dominates Stackelberg information sharing model in two main game asymmetric game between manufacturers and retailers (A and B) ,because they are bounded rationality,it is difficult to determine whether their decisions can make their own interests maximize, so they may take a shared or not shared strategy.In order to study the game relations between two participants, we use the relevant parameters and models in reference [9] to make the following assumptions: i S represents information absorptive capacity of participants, T represents retailers are penalized after "hitchhiking" (because manufacturer was dominate, so manufacturer have the ability to punish retailer).
According to the above basic assumptions and game theory [10] ,we can determine the supply chain game between the manufacturer and the retailer pay off matrix as shown in table 1. A11=SAIB+RA-PBIA,B11=SBIA+RB-PAIB,A12=-PBIA,B12=SBIA-T A21=SAIB,B21=-PAIB,A21=0,B21=0
Replicate dynamic equations
According to the replicate dynamic equations of the theory [11] ,assumptions the probability of the manufacturer group A adopting the information sharing strategy is x and not sharing strategy is 1-x,the probability of the retailer group B adopting the information sharing strategy is y and not sharing strategy is 1-y.By two groups replicator dynamic equation, the following automated system:
represents a mixed strategy of information sharing and not sharing to manufacturer group A,
represents a mixed strategy of information sharing and not sharing to manufacturer group B.
Thus, the dynamics equations for the manufacturer and retailer population systems can be derived:
Evolutionary stability strategy and model analysis
According to evolutionary game theory [12] ,at the plane
,there are five equilibrium point in system (1):
.The numerical used to calculate the final results of the dynamic evolution of the system in benefits outweigh risks scenarios by MATLAB12.0.The abscissa represents the probability that A chooses the information sharing strategy,and the vertical axis represents the probability that B chooses the information sharing strategy,as shown in Figure 1 even if the manufacturers and retailers to take information sharing strategy will bring more revenue, the two sides may also not take sharing strategy. However, the final dynamic evolution of the system to which the stability point depends on the initial state of the location and proportion of benefits-risk.
Summary
This paper studies the problem of asymmetric game manufacturers dominated Stackelberg model of information sharing.The results show that the dynamic evolution of the system is not stable. The stable point to which the system eventually evolves depends on the initial strategic state between manufacturer and retailer and internalization innovation capabilities,respectively.
